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  Project description:  

The ability to integrate information about ordered sequences of events is at the base of multiple 

memory functions. Neurons in the brain achieve this via changes in coordinate firing, creating 

cell assemblies that code for similar properties of the ongoing experience (“Temporal Coding”). 

We study how these processes unfold in the hippocampus, a brain structure considered to play 

a key role in navigation and memory. In our recent work (Guardamagna et al., 2021), we applied 

advanced statistical analysis to neural activity in the hippocampus of mice, revealing how cells 

can simultaneously encode the current position of the animal and spatial trajectories (sequences 

of past-present-future positions) through a dynamical modulation of the network state.  

In this follow-up project we want to explore how learning shapes the emergence and the 

interaction of these two temporal coding modalities (local vs non-local coding). We will 

compare the population activity in early behavioural sessions, in which the animal was novel 

to the task, with later recordings in which the animal was performing the task proficiently.  

 

 

 

 
1 If more on-site supervisors are involved, please add their names as well. 
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 NOTE: The nature of project is computational (analysis of neural data) and a good 

programming knowledge (Matlab or Python) is required. All the experiments have been already 

carried out and the neural data is ready to be analyzed. The length of the project is about 3/4 

months.  
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